
FAST - DAY ONE - August 15th ... multiple crises nothing to do with fasting
188 pounds, 43" or 110cm at the navel
Have two half-cups of coffee to dodge caffein withdrawal while cutting back
trim  BOSCO's nails - Bid Adieu to Mom and Missy
finish berry patch fence, 
strengthen posts with cables to trellis
wire jumpers connecting all fence sections
hook up electric fence charger
That's enough for one day, I thought.
Remove dead hen ... egg production has been down to half for a week or more
I decide it is urgent to fetch 5 bags non-GMO, Organic chicken feed that I was using before the change.
Reorganized feed in Alley; fit new feed into cans (barely) ... handling a lot of feed bags.
Dump old feeder contents, replace feed with NON-GMO Organic
Irrigation flow TOO LOW - Need urgent fix to save plants from heat wave
prune creek to facilitate dam project
haul cinder blocks to irrigation dam - deal with big wasp nest
REBUILD IRRIGATION DAM - 
tear down rock dam
add a second row of cinder blocks and trex psuedo-lumber scraps
rebuild new, bigger dam
shovel silt from pond into, onto and around dam trying to force flow over the top
dig out around and clean IRRIGATION INTAKE .7
water flow still inadequate (:
Lay down on Yoga mat with feet up the wall - try to get back to relax
back burning - won't relax
change to flat on my back ... better... keep telling it to let go... fall asleep meditating on floor.
head sore from floor, sweat has finally dried... take shower
WEIGH 187 ... with 2 1/2 liters of water in me by 1600 ... down one pound.
lay on rug after shower ... back still tender
Feed dogs... the leftovers I'm adding to their kibble do look interesting
laying on rug again at 1830 ... still sore.
can't lay there any longer . 77-degrees in here and I just put a long sleeve over my polo
1930 - sleepy tired, chilled, don't feel like doing anything - reading, writing, movie watching
Eating would be nice ... or wine as an appetite suppressent ... but NO.
water bottle refills: 0800, 1300, 1740 .... drinking a gallon today seems unlikely

FAST - DAY TWO - August 16th 
Savoring two half-cups of coffee to dodge caffein withdrawal while cutting back
Phew! Back apparently healed overnight. That was close. Dodged a bullet.
I got tired of laying on the rug and yoga mat. 
Tried writing and net surfing but was too tired for that, or for reading or a movie. 
I read that signal and went to bed at 8, but was chilled (indicitave of fever). 
I wore a long-sleeve tee to bed. but took it off at midnight.
The extra blanket came off a couple hours later.
I had a dream where I considered breaking my fast for a social pizza and beer... starting over the next day
I got up at 6... 10 hours of healing sleep, rest.
My back is THERE, but very, very mild. 
I can now feel the left wrist and neck pains plus tired hands that I didn't notice yesterday evening.
I am taking that as a warning... wondering if fasting helped 10-hour overnight recovery.
It was a very near thing.
I'll behave
A little.
Cliff visit 8-11:15
Irrigation system still does not work
check multiple valves in the line ... NOPE, none have good flow
Install hose from well pump into irrigation line - NOPE
Try again into another place in the line - NOPE
Remove ditch pump... disassemble, clean, reassemble in shop... nothing significant found
Reinstall ... still NOPE
With both pumps pressurizing irrigation line, begin testing hose bibs from chicken yard out.
Yep, Yep, Yep, Yep, Yep ... remove hose, quick-connect and test active bib ... YEP
Take quick-connect into shop for clean out and reassembly... works fine when reinstalled



It was not ONE PROBLEM ... likely the whole system needed service
I deleted my journal during my weekly backup process. Back pain kept me from paying close attention to what I was 
doing. Fortunately I e-mailed some notes that help me recreate bits and pieces. Lost are the details of days three and 
four.

FAST DAY THREE - August 17th 
I am ravenous. It takes a lot of effort to resist eating. Constantly pouring water on a complaining stomach.
Knowing that it gets better on the fourth day and beyond, and that it is good for me keeps me going.
My energy seems a bit low today. In the fasting clinics they exercise, but probably not as much as I do just 
puttering around the estate.
I seem to be chilled in the evenings and when I go to bed. The low-grade fever is fighting some internal 
battle during the detoxification process that is an important part of a fast. By midnight I have to take off the 
nightshirt as the battle is over.

FAST DAY FOUR - August 18th 
Today, at last, ravenous has changed to merely hungry. That is so much easier to deal with, and to push aside.

FAST - DAY SIX - Thursday, August 20th 
Miserable night with back pain preventing sleep. The injury Saturday was exacerbated by driving excavator.
The first night I didn't believe it was related. It was worse after the second day. Excavator is going back with
1/3rd of projects complete.
In respect for my very empty stomach, I could come up with no pain relief formula. That was really rough.
I am starting to have foot and calf cramping. I thought my fat reserves were nutritionally perfect. Now I am 
not taking any of my morning or evening supplements, some of which were specifically targeted to cramp 
prevention. Now what???
I will be seeking answers to that question today.
Ah, but the good news is that ravenous is gone. It is getting easier. 
Tummy wants something - I say have some water.
Three liters a day is my best shot. Most recommend a gallon. I consistently get .8 gallon. Close enough.
Energy level seem normal.
I found out Missy is coming home Sunday.
I will break my fast with a crock pot of split pea and ham that will be ready when she arrives.
I thought I was having a ten day fast. Somehow a mere 9 days is disappointing.
I have a feeling that once a fast hits its stride the limits are much longer than any of us would guess.
That depends, of course, on fat reserves.
I heard of a morbidly obese man who went for a year under doctor supervision. 
Dropped from over 400 pounds to 178.
I understand that 60% of our energy goes to converting food to fuel. 
Running a year without that drain does seem possible.
I have lost 10 pounds and 3/4" around my waist. I won't miss them.
Completely unfair to this experiment in fasting is the back injury. I have not been able to find a comfortable 
sleeping position since Tuesday. My super-empty stomach won't like any pain relief I can think of. 
Sad because I slept so well the first few days. Reasonable to expect that for the duration.

FAST - DAY SEVEN - Friday, August 21st 
I slept fine until after 3. From then on every position in the house hurt too much to stay in.
Certainly unforeseen that fasting would be incompatible with pain relief formulas known to me ... 
and that I might need some. I will ask a pharmacist today if there is something topical I can buy.
Most of us look forward to breakfast, lunch and dinner. I look forward to making and sharing a nice crockpot
full of split pea and ham when Missy and Mom get home from Seattle.
I saw a Brighteon video heading for a "Detox Lentil Soup" and thought that might work. 
Bad Idea to watch that. Oh yeah it looked good. Oh no I am not ready to break my fast yet. Besides, it was a 
make-and-serve meal which won't work for an indefinite arrival time. Stick with the split pea and ham idea.
Odd concept of planning my next meal five days in advance. Stranger still that somehow seems okay.
Going to the grocery store today for split pea soup ingredients. Printed out my recipe.
Slight headache. Any activity at all distracts from it, but it is there. So is the forest fire smoke...
After a couple hours up way too early due to pain, I was able to catch a nap in a recliner... much better now.
Energy level is low, but I think three nights in a row of 3-5 hours sleep and constant back pain are more of a 
factor than the fast.
Did pick up Lidocaine pads today. That has possibilities.
Also fetched the ingredients for my break-fast split pea soup Sunday. I am looking forward to that.
176 pounds - down 12. My waist is 107cm only down 3cm. It was trimmer last time a weighed 176.



FAST - DAY EIGHT - Saturday, August 22nd 
The back injury really confused this adventure into fasting.
A pharmacist recommended a topical Lidocaine patch that worked as advertised.
Four hours of pain-free sleep. A second patch gave me a good night's rest.
I thought I was rested, but soon found myself needing a 3rd patch and some more sleep.
I admit if I saw unclaimed food I would eat it. Hungry hasn't stopped.
However, for 8 days I have walked past a refrigerator and pantry shelves without breaking my fast.
Knowing tomorrow I start a pot of split pea and ham soup that I get to eat is a carrot on a long stick.
I can handle that. Water-water-water.
I understand that I was to schedule the whole 9 days with serious light-duty programs.
My psyche and ToDo list does not seem built that way. I don't know how to fix them.
My body temperature has been cool all week. It is 79 in a long sleeve Tee and I am adding another layer.
I also have not stopped having an unusual diarrhea that is very watery, but only once every day and a half.
The system is obviously still doing its detoxification process. I figure that is good. 
I am so looking forward to my breakfast that I have no interest in stretching. 
I am sure that not eating while Missy serves nice meals is beyond my won't power. 
Smoke Season in the Bitterroot has begun. My bronchia that is a weak spot in my is congested.
I resisted putting anything in my tummy but in desperation took two Guaifenesin tablets. 
I think my stomach didn't like them.
I have also taken none of my regular supplements and have foot, calf cramping several times a night.
Rx: a couple homeopathic Leg Cramp tablets dissolved in my mouth and analgesic rubbed onto the offender.

FAST DAY NINE - August 23rd 
Normally comfortable at 70 degrees, 8:30 last night at 79 I went to bed wearing full jammies, quilt over me 
and even heavy winter robe over that. My body is still fighting serious detox battles inside.
It still took three Lidocaine patches to sleep through the night, but I did sleep in past the four-hour 
expiration of the last one. Did my detox warriors finally kick that plague out? I can only hope.
That my fighters are still using fever as a weapon makes me think there is much work left to do. I suspect a 
20 day fast would be a better choice. After the first three days it does not matter a lot.
Today I put my breakfast split pea soup in the crock pot. 
I am of mixed emotions.
On the one side, I really look forward to eating and a return to normalcy.
On the other, continuing would not be that hard if it weren't for the meals that will begin appearing as my 
wife who returns today prepares three a day for herself, Mom and me. My detox is clearly not complete. 
Finishing that job is probably a good idea. Not at this time, however.
173 pounds - 15 off in 9 days - Only in my dreams could I get there, and certainly not in that short time.
103.5cm around the waist - down 6.5
41 1/4" down from 43" - I hoped for more there
I guess my fat reserves were more widely distributed than I was thinking.
I put on a shirt that was unappealingly tight a couple weeks ago. It fits again.

NINE DAY FAST - Final report
172.5 pounds down 16 from 188.5
40"  at the navel down 3" from 43
While I would have preferred to give up all belly fat, my face and chest joined the donation pool. Most people think 
weight loss is the main, if not the only reason one would fast. 
Not so.

In a fast, our bodies change from running on glucose produced from the foods we eat
then briefly from proteins in our flesh. It finally settles in for the long run around day 3 or 4
and begins converting our fat reserves into usable fuel. 

At that point, two important things happen. Pleasantly, ravenous turns to mild hunger; much easier to ignore.
This new system includes powerful detoxification capacities that purge our bodies of many negative agents that may 
have been inside of us for a long time. 

I saw and shared several videos on amazing healing from fasts. Listing them out of context would detract from their 
credibility. Watch the videos. Search BitterrootBugle.com for "fasting".



For my individual fast, it was convenient because the person who prepares most of our meals went on a nine day 
vacation. I didn't have to resist any prepared meals.

It was complicated by a back injury and forest fire smoke clogging my bronchia for which I could ingest nothing to 
counteract the back pain and congestion.

In the controlled world of the fasting spas, MILD exercise, meditation, yoga and light physical distractions are part of of 
the fasting regimen. Of course they normally fast for 20, 30 or 40 days.

Bringing me to my body's detox... every evening around 8 I would get tired and chilled in a 77-79 degree room. I would 
bundle up in bed until I no longer felt cold. My healing systems would go to work and fight their battles while I slept. By
midnight the fever tool was no longer needed so I would reduce coverings back to normal.

Bringing up another thing. I always fell right back to sleep (ignoring the back issue, which has nothing to do with the 
fast) - other than the back probably healed much faster than it would have if my detox soldiers had not already been at 
war. 

On the last night of my fast I was more chilled than any of the previous ones, stacked on more covers, cooking off 
whatever was the enemy that night. It made me realize that nine days was not enough to complete the detox job. Oh 
well, I got some of it done. Much like the mother who just gave birth, I'm not ready for another fast right now, but 
suspect I will work a longer one into my future someday. 

It is nice to have a regular breakfast... nicer still that my wife is home.

I will go back to my 3-year-old program of intermittent fasting with a late breakfast, early evening dinner and nothing 
in between. I'm thinking I'll try to keep my portion size down a bit. Perhaps I'll call this "Trickle Down Weight 
Reduction". 

POST-FAST, Tuesday August 25th 
I had a baby-bowl of split pea and ham Sunday evening
Light sausage and egg breakfast and large fajita dinner Monday
Light egg, bacon-bit and English muffin half breakfast today.
Afternoon shower and weigh-in. 
175 pounds - up 2 1/2 from the bottom; down 13 from the beginning
Still 40 inches at the navel, down 3 from the start
I think the food processing plant is now resupplied ... with 2 1/2 pounds in transit from top to bottom.

It was convenient to fast while my wife took a 9-day vacation.
I believe a 20-day fast would be much better for me both for slimming down and for completing the detox.
I have no idea how or when that might be convenient enough to pull off.

I do not recommend you fast.
I do recommend you look at videos, and read literature on the subject.
Then decide for yourself.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

March 14th – 183+ pounds !  STOP IT ! .94
March 15th – BEGIN Intermittent fasting - No breakfasts, No lunches .95


